Introduction
Early Cassini encounters with Enceladus revealed surprising evidence of a significant tosphere.
34
Early identification of the interaction between the local water source and Saturn's coro- Enceladus itself.
72
Neutral source: Following S08, the plume is prescribed as To investigate the effect of ion pickup, we slowed the flow near the obstacle. We followed 98 u x was replaced by γ(ρ)u x , where γ(1 R E ) = 0.5, increasing linearly to γ(2 R E ) = 1. We 99 find however that a stronger slowing factor (γ(1 R E ) = 0.1) does not qualitatively change 100 our results. In Section 3, we compare the pickup rates both for when the plasma has
101
(nominal case) and has not been slowed.
102
Two effects are due directly to the slowing of the flow. First, the pickup energy is 103 reduced, affecting the plasma temperature because fresh ions are picked up at the local 104 plasma speed. Second, impact ionization increases because plasma transits more slowly. We neglect gyromotion on the basis of scale. impact ionization, and thus imposed a discontinuity at ρ = 3 R E : We calculated the time-averages of (4) and (5) to find the average pickup rates for 
Results
We consider the x-y plane 7. in electron density is due mainly to impact ionization of the plume by hot electrons.
149
In Figure 2 , the electron temperature has been normalized to the ambient electron (1b/2b) to cases without (3b/4b). The almost linear response of the total pickup toṀ ioz
174
(compare 1b/2b to 3b/4b) suggests that, unlike in the weak source case, most of the 175 pickup is occurring inside the hot electron cutoff at 3 R E .
176
K07 and S08 were in rough agreement on the total pickup rate. For E1 and E2, they 177 found ≈ 0.2-0.6 kg s −1 , and for E0 they found ≈ 3 kg s −1 . Because our model relies on 178 a physical chemistry calculation alone, it is remarkable to have obtained the same pickup 179 rates using neutral plume distributions similar to those in S08 (E0: strong source, E1 and 180 E2: weak source).
181
Charge exchange dominates the chemistry by at least a factor of 6 in all cases. 
